ProMilesÂ® Raises the Bar in Mileage Software
ProMilesÂ® adds complete listing of more than 1,200 TripPak EXPRESSÂ® and TripPak
SCANNINGÂ locations to database.
(PRWEB) January 21, 2004 --ProMiles Software Development Corporation (PSDC) - President of Sales Tony
Stroncheck announced today that the upcoming release of ProMiles XFÂ will include the ability to display
the location of over 1,200 TripPak EXPRESSÂ® drop box sites across the U.S and Canada. ÂOur clients
have been requesting the ability to locate ÂThe Yellow Box that Delivers DataÂ and to incorporate that
information into effective route planning and optimization decisions. We worked with TMI to provide TripPak
network information, so ProMiles users now have tools that allow them to view all TripPak EXPRESSÂ®
locations and to filter their search based on the drop box pick up time at that truck stop,Â said Stroncheck.
ÂGiven their leadership in this market, it was logical that we include all of their TripPak SCANNINGÂ
locations too, so fleets using truck stop scanning can map that network and optimize routes.Â Stroncheck
added.
Current ProMiles XF users will not be required to wait for new release slated for sometime in March, but will
be able to add this functionality with the installation of the free ProMiles XF service pack 5, which is currently
available for download on the PSDC website. Further updates to TripPakÂ® locations are planned on a
monthly or possibly even weekly basis to keep up with the fast growing coverage.
Interested parties can find more detailed information on the features of ProMiles XFÂ by visiting the PSDC
website (www.ProMiles.com) or call PSDC directly (800-324-8588) and ask for a free trial CD.
ProMiles Software Development Corporation, developer of the industryÂs Largest and Most Accurate
Mileage and Mapping Database with over 931,000 miles of truck useable roads, develops various types of
desktop (CD) and WEB applications such as Route/Stop Optimization, Fuel Tax Reporting, Fuel Management
and Fuel Purchase Optimization. Almost every Canadian Province and the majority of US State/DOT Auditors
are using ProMilesÂ® applications for IFTA, Log Book and IRP compliance verification. ProMilesÂ® gives
the trucking industry the same tools to pre-audit their records that the government uses to perform an audit.
TMI is a premier service provider of expedited document processing and business process improvement
services for the trucking industry. TMI is best known as the parent company of the highly successful TripPak
EXPRESSÂ®, TripPak ONLINEÂ and the fastest growing truck stop scanning network, TripPak
SCANNINGÂ fleet document management services, but also from the highly visible work of TMIMultiMediaÂ - advertising agency of choice for the transportation industry. TMI is the first and only
company to deliver on the dream of a paperless office, leveraging time tested, centralized processes to help
fleets maintain control of mission critical proof of delivery records, bills of lading, driver expense and payroll
records, receipts, logs and original shipperÂs documents, while providing high quality images to drive
productivity and process improvement.
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